The QUEEN of HEAVEN!
-The Mother of the Trinity!

I'M JESUS
THE SON!

I'M THE
PARDONER!
I'M THE
SUFFERING
HOLY SPIRIT

WE'RE OUT OF THIS
WORLD!

The Queen of Heaven

(After a lovemaking session with Hope)
1. ALL OF A SUDDEN I LOOKED UP & THERE WAS THIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN SITTING ON HER THRONE LOOKING DOWN AT ME with those big, gorgeous, beautiful, hypnotic, entrancing, enchanting eyes & a big smile! All she had to do was look at me! TY! IT was beautiful! It's so amazing how those things come! I wasn't even asking or expecting anything, but you were asking. You & Marie are always getting me into things by praying!

5. YOU GOT ME AS FAR AS HUMANLY POSSIBLE, BUT SHE HAD TO PULL ME OVER THE TOP! I've never pictured her before, although I've sort of imagined her while reading Proverbs. Eman's pictures of her are the best. She is the King when it comes to the artists. God bless them all! We have other very good artists, but Eman just has some kind of a touch that is really beyond the usual & he often will get things really by inspiration, almost as if I saw them in the dream! Just sort of getting that way, too. And Phillipa la Pluma is next.

6. THAT WAS BEAUTIFUL! I DON'T THINK I'VE HAD MY VISION OR PICTURE OF HER BEFORE. No, I'll take that back. She was in "My Love is the Wild Wind" (No. 1543). I didn't know who it was then, but it was obviously the Spirit. Maybe the Lord made her resemble that picture by Eman just so I'd recognize who it was! She was sitting on the throne in the same position!

7. JUST LIKE IN LOVEMAKING, WE DO ALL WE CAN, but he is the One... we are the branches. She is the sap! We witness & we preach the Gospel & distribute the Literature & the Word, sowing the seed, but it's God that gives the increase. The Holy Spirit has to quicken it. (Jn. 15:1; 10:31-35) - The woman must conceive.

8. WHEN WE WERE WORKING HARD & you were working on me in the physical... I'm thinking of the time when you & I were witnessing & illness takes a lot of physical effort, right? Lovemaking is a lot of physical hard work, but it's really the Spirit that takes you over the top!

9. ORGASMS ARE DEFINITELY A SPIRITUAL THING! The flesh can only get you so far & then the Spirit has to take over! Don't you feel like orgams are realv spiritual? (Hope: Yes) The flesh sort of pumps you up to a certain point, but then the Spirit has to sort of do the spouting! It's sort of like an Artesian well; you have to prime it up to a certain point & then it spouts! And when she looked down at me & I said, "Oooh, I just suddenly made me spout!" TY! TY! TY! You girls work so hard to get the words! GAY!

10. I'VE CAPTURED A WHOLE GENERATION FOR THE LORD! 10,000 Titling Family members right now, our children, & we've had thousands & thousands of souls that have been saved. TIL! Maybe 10,000 times 10,000, thousands of thousands! Only the Lord could do that, you know? We had to put quite a bit of physical effort into it, just like lovemaking, but it is She that quickened! (Jn. 5:21; 6:53; Tit. 1:4-13) I felt the "quickening!" & I went quick! (Hope: That was exciting!) I'm sure in this case you could say, "She that quickened!" TIL! She's a part of Him!

11. I'VE SEEN OTHER GODDESSES IN VISION LOTS OF TIMES, but that's the FIRST TIME I THINK I'VE EVER SEEN HER, except for the "Wildwind", & at the time I didn't really realize who it was! The Lord was picturing her there as a woman, but it was obviously about the Spirit, right? But we missed it, isn't that funny? We never got the point! We just thought the Lord was likening her to a beautiful woman, flying & swimming through the air. Oh, that was a beautiful sight! Gorgeous! Like those underwater dancers!

12. BUT THIS TIME SHE SAT THERE MAESTROICALLY ON HER THRONE & JUST LOOKED DOWN & SMILED—& BOOM! IT JUST WENT LIKE THAT! There's power in a smile!—At least in her smile, that's for sure! (Hope: And you said she looked?) Yes, like she was sort of granting me her favour. I mean, the organism so spiritual! It takes a definite spiritual push—at least it does at my age! I don't know about other people.

13. WHEN I WAS YOUNG IT DIDN'T TAKE MUCH PUSH! OH!—JUST A LITTLE VIBRATION! Even riding on the bus or looking at a pretty girl or a pretty picture, I would sprout right up! But as you grow older sometimes one needs a little extra help. You were giving me all the
LYL! HALLELUJAH! THAT WAS JUST BEAUTIFUL!

14. YOU SEEMED TO ENJOY IT, YOU WENT ABOUT FOUR TIMES!

15. I WAS REACHING A LITTLE HIGHER PLATFORM EACH TIME, &

16. FINALLY YOU REALLY HIT THE JACKPOT! LYL! THANK YOU

17. FOR ALL THY MINISTERING SPIRITS, LORD, THY

18. ANGELS & SAINTS, ESPECIALLY THY HOLY SPIRIT, LORD!

19. AND WHEN I SAW HER, THE WORDS CAME TO ME JUST AS

20. CLEARLY AS ANYTHING: "THE QUEEN OF HEAVEN!" YOU KNOW, IN

21. THE OLD TESTAMENT THERE'S AN ADMONITION AGAINST WORSHIP-

22. ING THE QUEEN OF HEAVEN BECAUSE THE OLD PAGANS HAD

23. GODDESS CALLED THE QUEEN OF HEAVEN. (Jer. 7:18.)

24. OF COURSE, WAS AGAINST THE RULES.

25. BUT AFTER ALL, THE HOLY SPIRIT IS THE QUEEN OF

26. HEAVEN! —AND SHE & US ARE GOING TO BE JESUS' QUEEN,

27. AND THAT—HIS BRIDE, HIS BELOVED! LYL! LYL! Hallelu-

28. HUA!

29. THE SPIRIT'S SORT OF LIKE GOD'S BRIDE & WE'RE SORT

30. OF LIKE JESUS' BRIDE. OF COURSE, WE'RE ALL GOD'S BRIDE,

31. IN A WAY, WHEN THE SPIRITS IN US. MY GOODNESS, IT'S

32. NOT LIKE A LITTLE LUSTFULNESS, ISN'T IT? LYL! LYL! LYL!

33. THANK YOU, SWEETHEART, THAT WAS REALLY AN EXCITING

34. EXPERIENCE! LYL! LORD, FOR THAT BEAUTIFUL EXPERI-

35. ENCE! LYL! LORD, YOU'RE SO GOOD TO US & SO MERCI-

36. FULL, SO PATIENT. WE'RE SO DUMB & SLOW TO PERCEIVE & IT

37. TAKES US SO LONG TO CATCH ON TO THINGS THAT YOU'VE

38. TRIED TO SHOW US FOR A LONG TIME.

39. OH! THAT WAS REALLY BEAUTIFUL! LYL! THAT BEAUTIFUL

40. Glimpse Of The Queen Of Heaven, The Holy Ghost On Her

41. Throne, Looking At Me, Smiling At Me! And It Made Me

42. Feel So...I Don't Know That It Was So Amazing! Such Power!

43. When The Holy Ghost Smiles On You, I'll Tell You, 'Ye

44. Shall Be Endowed With Power From On High!' How About

45. That! That's A Good Scripture For It, Huh? The Holy

46. Ghost Shall Come Upon You & Ye Shall Be Endowed With

47. Power From On High!" Tyi! Lk. 24:49.

48. That Holy Ghost Came On Mary & She Had Jesus! Think

49. Of That! That Was Quite A Bit Of Power! The Holy Ghost

50. Came On Me, & You Had Me! PTL! Hallelujah! That Was

51. Beautiful! Tyi! PTL! Wow! We Really Got Somethin' Out Of

52. This One, Huh? Tyi! She's Beautiful! Wow! Not

53. In A Way That I Would Recognize Her In A Way

54. In A Way That We Were Accustomed To Thinking Of Her.

55. And That's Always Been My Favourite Picture Of Her, That One That Enow Drew Of Her Sitting

56. On The Throne With The Lord, The Trinity, The Three Of

57. Them. So I Guess He Know I'd Recognize Her By That, &

58. Then Naming Her: "Queen Of Heaven" Tyi! PTL!

59. PTL!

60. BEHOLD, LORD, NOT THE OLD PAGAN GODDESS,

61. BUT THE HOLY SPIRIT! Tyi! PTL! She Really Is Queen Of

62. Heaven When The Lord Authorized Him Against Worship-

63. Ing The "Queen Of Heaven" In The Old Testament, It Was

64. Like, "I Shall Have No Other Gods Before Me." In Other

65. Words, He Didn't Want Them Worshiping Other Gods

66. Instead Of The True Queen. Right? Tyi! Tyi! That Would

67. Be Like Worshiping Other Gods Before The Lord.

68. I THINK THE ASSYRIANS HAD AN OLD PAGAN GOD NAMED

69. ASHTORGH OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT, & THEY CALLED HER

70. The Queen Of Heaven. It's No Wonder He Didn't Like Them

71. Worshiping Her, Because The Holy Spirit Is The Queen

72. Of Heaven.—And She Sure Was Beautiful.

73. BEHOLD, THE BEAUTY OF THY SPIRIT, LORD, & LET OUR

HEARTS UP TO THEE! May we always be conscious of Thy

presence, Lord, & Her, Thy precious holy Spirit. She is

you, & you are here, & you are all one. You said you &

the Father & the Spirit are one. TYY (Jn. 5:27).

25. AS WE ALWAYS BE CONSCIOUS OF YOUR PRESENCE, A

LOOK TO THEE FOR HELP, LORD, OUR EVER-PRESENT

HELP IN TIME OF TROUBLE! (Ps. 46:1.) In this case, Lord,

even in the time of pleasure! Well, I did have a little

trouble getting there!—Isa! Sweet trouble! It's nice

trouble! Tyi! Hallelujah! Tyi! Amen, Lord, bless &

keep us close to You & always mindful of Your presence &

Thy beauty in her, Thyself, Thy Queen Of Heaven! Tyi!

26. WELL, I FEEL BETTER, ALMOST LIKE I GOT A SUPER-

NATURAL MIRACULOUS TOUCH FROM THE LORD! I've been sick

for about the last two days, I don't know what, I

hardly ever have headaches, not even when I've had a

gangrene—Isa! And I know it wasn't a hangover because

I haven't been drinking! But I had sort of a little

sick headache & I was sick in my stomach a little bit,

nothing major, just a slight feeling of congestion.

27. BUT THAT SORT OF PULLED ME OVER THE TOP OF THAT

TOO. Isn't that something? When you get a touch from

the Lord, it sort of touches you all over! Oh, it was

beautiful! That was one of the most terrific ones I've

had in a long time. I don't know when it was on or not,

but I just went & went & went! It was pumpin' away!

You must have had a mouthful! PTL!

28. WELL, THAT WAS A REAL TOUCH FROM ABOVE! PTL!

In fact, it didn't even have to be seemingly a touch, just

a smile! The power of her smile! Not the shadow of her

smile, but the sunlight of her smile! Tyi!

29. I FEEL BETTER NOW THAN WHEN I WENT TO BED

BEFORE WE HAD SEX! I wasn't even sure I was even going to

have any. (Hope: Yes, you didn't look so well when you were

upstairs.) I was feeling tired & sick & I was trying to

entertain Tech, bless her little heart. I'm afraid

I wasn't very good entertainment this morning, I was so

tired. I wasn't a very lively wire, kind of a dead duck!

(Hope: She looked like she had fun!) All those

questions? Why? Well, why? If you ask a lot of questions,

you get a lot of answers!

30. THANK YOU, HONEY! PTL! Tyi! Well, I think I'm

going to roll over in the clover & maybe take a little

camp, would you mind? (Hope: Not at all! LYL!)

31. THESE ARE SOME ADDED NOTES TO THE "QUEEN OF

Heaven" AFTERMATH WHEN I WAS TELLING MARIA ABOUT IT: In

fact, I was praying about it before I got up & there

were several things I thought of that I should add to

It. And one was, when I was thinking about the experi-

ence of how I looked up & I saw the Throne, it reminded

me of a Scripture In Revelation, in fact, I believe

it's several times in the Bible:

32. "AND I LOOKED UP & I SAW HEAVEN OPENED & I BEHELD

A THRONE!" (Rev. 4:1-5.) I can understand now what the

prophets meant by they "looked up & they saw Heaven

opened & they beheld a throne." I Beheld a Throne & She

that sat upon it was like the Queen of Light, beauti-

ful. And she sat there so relaxed!—Not formal or
dignified, but just sort of relaxed.

33. SHE WAS SITTING OVER IN ONE CORNER OF THE THRONE

WITH ONE ARM ACROSS THE BACK & THE other arm along

one of the arms of the Throne, just sort of relaxed

like she was sitting there with her knees crossed, &

we're always clad in those filmy sort of see-through

gowns.

34. SHE WASN'T DRESSED REAL FANCY OR ANYTHING, BUT SHE

HAD ON SOME KIND OF A SMALL GOWN LIKE A TIAA. And she

looked so much like the Holy Spirit that even now!

Honey, you're gorgeous! You look just like the Queen
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of heaven right now! You've got those same magnetic, hypnotic, entrancing, enchanting eyes! XXXI

30. SHE JUST LOOKED DOWN GRACIOUSLY AT ME, SORT OF SWEET & FRIENDLY, not formal or anything, & she smiled & nodded & bounced & went just like that! It only took one look! I think it was her eyes that did it! There's something about the power of the eyes! It was the power of the Spirit, that's what it was, but it was looking into me, just that did it!

31. THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT THE EYES THAT REALLY HAS TO DO WITH THE SPIRIT! I know that now. The Prophet meant by saying Jesus' eyes looked like coals of fire! (Rev.1:14) It's almost like they were burning, just like they were sort of glowing or fluctuating or scintillating—glowing like fire!

32. I THINK THE LORD GIVES YOU SPECIAL GRACE IN THOSE EXPERIENCES, & IF IT HADN'T BEEN SO BEAUTIFUL & SWEET I might have been really scared! It looked kind of weird, you know? She just looked at me & her eyes were pulsating, sort of like some of those light shows they have—but I can't describe it, but they were burning like coals of fire!—A little bit like that bun's eyes I met on the street, that angel in San Francisco, only his were burning with an angel!

33. HER EYES WERE JUST FULL OF BURNING WITH LOVE!—And she gave that gracious smile, nodded her head, & bounced—I immediately exploded in a terrific orgasm, & I just went & went & went! It was really quite an experience! YIKES! Then that language of the Scripture came to me: "I looked up & I saw heaven opened & behold a Throne", & that is...it was, just like the Queen of Light! (Rev.4:3.)

34. I THINK IF I'D GOTTEN INSPIRED ENOUGH IT WOULD HAVE COME OUT JUST LIKE A PROPHECY! Her eyes burned like coals of fire & she smiled & nodded & exploded! I wasn't even really expecting anything at all, wasn't even asking for anything—Except I do remember now that while Hope was working so hard to make me go, I whispered: "LORD help me go for her sake so she won't have to work so long & hard!"

35. AND HOPE WAS PRAYING TOO, NOT JUST THAT I'D HAVE AN ORGASM, BUT THAT I'D HAVE SOME EXPERIENCE OR MESSAGE. She wanted something in the Spirit, not just the flesh alone. So it was beautiful! Outside of "Wild wind" I've never had any other dream or vision about her that I could remember, can you? So now it's actually two visions, one in "Wild wind" & then this one, "The Queen of Heaven!"

41. YOU DON'T HEAR THOSE WORDS WITH YOUR EARS, IT'S LIKE IT'S IN YOUR HEAD! Just as clear as anything. Like some herald was giving an announcement I heard: "The Queen of Heaven!"—And she smiled & looked down at me & nodded & bounced & I just went like that! I've had a lot of experiences with those goddesses, but that's the first one I've had with her! It was beautiful!

42. AND IT'S STRANGE, IT WAS JUST LIKE THE OTHERS WERE THERE. Like there could have been a whole host there, but my eyes were just glued on her! I couldn't see anything but her! It was just like I was hypnotised! My eyes were just riveted on her, those big mysterious weird eyes that gleamed like coals of fire! It was really a thrilling experience & I really exploded! YIKES!

43. AND HOPE REALLY EXPLODED TOO. SHE WENT ABOUT FOUR TIMES! In her final explosion, Abigail started praying & he was really egging her on, sayin' sycamore to a dog! You know how he does sometimes! I wish I knew what all that was he was saying, but I don't seem to get the interpretation of that. I guess I don't need to because it's obvious what it is, but I'm curious to know what some of those words meant.

44. THEN HE TRILLS, OF COURSE, JUST LIKE THE AVALI DO WHEN THEY'RE EXCITED!—And my hand just gets more & more like it's absolutely possessed with supernatural strength, & it just goes so fast! I don't think I could do that naturally, I really don't think I could do it for such a prolonged time! It just starts going like a pneumatic drill, so fast & so violently with such strength & it's hard to control at all.

45. THE EFFORT IS GONE, IT'S JUST LIKE SOMEBODY TAKES OVER & MY HAND IS JUST VIBRATING! It's totally like a time like this one! He takes over my hand, just like he takes over my tongue, you know? He does the same thing when I'm goosing you a lot of times, sometimes when you have a hard time going, & that always does it! Every single time he starts praying for you, then he just takes over my hand & I just go "ahhhhhhh!" like that, & you go! I don't think you've ever failed to go with Abraham praying & possessing my hand like that!

46. IMMEDIATELY AFTER THAT I WAS MUCH BETTER. I didn't feel sick anymore & the pain was gone! The release was so great! In fact, I felt so good, I woke up & I was going to get up & go to work! I got up & went in & washed, came back & laid down with her for a few minutes while I described what happened. She wrote it all down on shorthand at first because she couldn't find a tape recorder, poor girl!

47. IT WAS ALMOST LIKE I WAS INSTANTLY HEAL'D, JUST LIKE THAT—LIKE LIFE IN A LOOK! You know, in the Old Testament the Lord told Moses to put a bronze serpent on a pole & if they would look at it they would live! (Num.21:8-9.) It was a type of Christ, of all things, & it was a serpent! I never could understand that, but we would have wondered about that to this day if the Lord himself hadn't confirmed it by saying:

48. "AS MOSES LIFTED UP THE SERPENT IN THE WILDERNESS, EVEN SO MUST THE SON OF MAN BE LIFTED UP." And I, IF I lift up, I will draw all men unto me! (John 3:14; 12:32.) You'd think it would be a type of the Devil, that old Serpent the Devil (Rev.12:9.), but the Lord used the serpent, & ever since then a serpent twirled around a pole has been a medical symbol for doctors! (Maria: That's funny, that it's a symbol of both!)

49. WELL, A SCRIPTURE COMES TO ME: "HE WAS MADE SINS FOR US." (Isa.53:5.) He took the sins of the whole world on the cross, like the scapegoat in the Old Testament. (Lev.16:8-10, 26.) The scapegoat was usually thought of as a type of the Devil, you know, & the sins of the people were laid on his head & he was driven out of the camp. And yet the scapegoat is also mentioned as being a type of Christ.

50. IT'S AS THROUGH THE LORD WAS MADE AS SINTO TAKE OUR SINS FOR US, almost like the Serpent, almost as wicked as the Devil. In a sense, He was cursed! "Curseful is he that is hung on a tree!" (Gal.3:13; Deut.21:23.) He was cursed for our sake, just almost like the Devil!

51. IN OTHER WORDS, WHEN HE DIED ON THE CROSS FOR OURS, IN ONE WAY HE WAS LIKE A TYPE OF THE SERPENT & TAKEN UP FOR OUR SINS. He confirmed that Scripture Himself when He said: "Even as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so must also the Son of man be lifted up." And He said, "And I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto me." What does that have to do with what I was telling you? (Maria: That you were healed.)

52. I WAS INSTANTLY HEAL'D WHEN I LOOKED UP & SAW HER! I saw Heaven opened & her sitting on the Throne looking down at me. She looked straight into my eyes & she was instantly healed & I instantly had an orgasm!
right afterwards I noticed that the pain was gone &

felt much better & not slick like I'd been feeling.

53. I'VE HEARD PEOPLE TALK ABOUT HOW THEY'VE FELT A

WAVE OF HEALTH WHEN THEY WERE HEALED that started
at the top of their head & went down to their toes or

vice versa & it was just like I had suddenly been
healed & I felt a lot better, much better. (Okay-

And you went to sleep for two hours?) I told her,

I felt a little bit drowsy. I'm just going to turn

over a minute' & take a little catnap' & I went sound

sleep for two solid hours! I never woke up when she

left, never woke up when you came, never never woke up when you

got in bed, never woke up with all the noise,

nothing! So, PTL!

54. ISN'T THAT SOMETHING HOW THAT CAME BACK TO ME

about Jesus being lifted up like a serpent in the will-

power? See, He was made a curse for us, for our

sins, almost like the Devil. The Devil, in a sense, is

the embodiment of evil or symbolic of sin, like

the Serpent. The Serpent has been made to symbolise

evil, almost every evil.

55. BUT ANYHOW, THAT WAS A BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE! I

lifted up my eyes & saw her, & she just nodded her head

& smiled. And those gorgeous eyes--how I instantly

instantly recalled! Wow! What a Dream Queen! Are you

justified in His Spirit? Does she thrill you to heights

of ecstasy this world has never known?

56. SHE CAN SATISFY YOU LIKE NO WOMAN ON EARTH!-

Thrill you into worlds unknown! Excite you beyond

the limits of mortal ken! She'll sweep you in her arms

into realms of ecstasy beyond this world! She's out of this

world! She can speak through you, sing through &

embrace you with miraculous, supernatural gifts beyond

the powers of Earth!

57. CAN YOU ENTRANCE YOU WITH THE OVERPOWERING

GUILTLESS LOVING OF GOD FOR SHE IS HIS LOVE!-Like

love you've ever known before! Be filled with Her

love right now! Just open your heart & let her in &

explode with the orgasm of God's Love! You'll never be

the same again after being filled with the Love of the

Dream Queen! Queen of Heaven! God's Love! HALI TYJU-

IN, A!

"DREAM QUEEN!" - The Holy Ghost!

GIVE ME CHILDREN OF LOVE!

MY WILD WIND!

MY GODDESS OF LOVE!

GOD'S HOLY SPIRIT!

WHAT A LOVER!

REMEMBER!

1. THIS TIME THE QUEEN OF HEAVEN DIDN'T JUST NOT &

SMILE! SHE DID A LOT MORE THAN THAT! I wonder why I

don't get the interpretations sometimes? I guess maybe

because it's for the time spirits & the Holy Spirit

understand it, it's almost like she can do it long dis-

tances. She was just undulating & I went just watching

her, almost like she was doing a real sexy dance,

although it was more than a dance! She was really

moving it! It was almost like she was teasing me to go,

& I went just watching it! It was very sexy,

almost like I'm hypnotised by it & suddenly go--oooh!-

Almost like I'm hypnotised by the motion & the movement

of her body. You know how they hypnotise with a swaying

candle or coin or watch? I became fascinated with

the rhythmic motion of her body! It's almost like she

can pull it out of me without even touching me! It's

strictly spiritual, but then it makes me go in the

flesh.

2. THE PICTURE OR VISION OR SIGHT MUST BE IN THE

SPIRIT, UNLESS I'M REALLY SEEING HER! Maybe I'm really

seeing her! It's different from dreams. In the dream

you just dream & then you wake up, & in a vision you

see it while you're awake, like it's really real. It's

like you can actually see it & it's actually

real. It certainly has a realistic effect on me! It

really makes me really go! Isn't that funny? Some of

them I actually feel like they're really fucking me or

on me like Mucumba, but others it seems like I just

see them, sort of watch them go & it makes me go without

ever actually touching them. That's the way it seems.

It's wonderful, very thrilling & exciting & beautiful!

3. THE LORD SURE IS GOOD TO ME, LETTING ME SEE HER

AGAIN! She must love me--She acts like it. She acts

like she's enjoying it, as much as I do. And I guess the

Holy Spirit does. We talk about the Holy Spirit losing

us, so that means the Holy Spirit makes love to us.

The only difference is that I can see her, or it seems

like I can see her. Maybe it's my imagination, but if

it is, I sure have a vivid one when I can sometimes not

only see but feel! Thank you Jesus! Thank you Holy

Spirit! Thank you Lord! It's really amazing that she

would stoop to make love to me like that! Let's face

it--She stoops to make love to all of us just like

Jesus did & I'm God does! Thank the Lord for Their

Towel! God the Father, God the Son & God the Holy

Spirit!-In the name of the Father & of the Son & of

the Holy Ghost!

4. IT'S FUNNY HOW GOD PUTS WOMEN LAST, IT'S very

Oriental & very Jewish, even though she's the Mother.

Well, that's the way it is in the Jewish & Oriental

culture--the Father & the son are the most important &

the mother comes next, & then the daughters. But

actually she was there first before Jesus, or maybe all

Three at the same time? Also, when God created man he

created the man first, then the woman. John says of

Jesus: "He was in the beginning with God & was God.

All things were made by Him & without Him was not

anything made that was made." (Jn.1:2,3.) She as good as

says the same thing in Proverbs—that she was there

in the beginning before the world was! She says, "I

was there!" (Prov.3:22,23.) Yet it says that Jesus was

the Beginning of the Creation of God. (Gev.3:14.) And

if He was the First Creation, she must have already

been there, like a Mother would be, like God, who

always was & always will be. Like a mother & father

seem to their children, to our children it seems like

we've always been here, right? They've never known

when we weren't here, so, compared to their little tiny